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China’s consumption surges during
2021 Spring Festival

China’s economy grew 18.3% in
the first quarter of 2021, slightly
below expectations.
In a successful attempt to recover from previous year’s battle with
COVID-19, China’s investments in economic activities resulted in a
staggering 18.3% GDP growth in the first three months of 2021
(YoY).
The huge 18.3% GDP growth during Q1 2021 was affected by some incomparable
factors, such as the low base figure of last year’s Q1 numbers, which was heavily
affected by the outbreak of COVID-19. This is the fourth consecutive quarter
China’s economy has grown since the outbreak of the virus, and it is now observed
as the initial burst of growth following the pandemic is surpassed. The record
number, which is considered as the strongest pace of expansion since China first
published GDP data in 1992, demonstrated a robust start for China’s economy
aiming for over 6% GDP growth in 2021.
Chinas industrial production rebounded steadily at the rate of 14.1% (YoY), going
back to pre-COVID growth. On top of that, raw materials manufacturing and
processing industries, manufacturing of electric vehicles drove overall industrial
production growth as demand picked up. Retail consumption climbed 33.9% due
to higher spending in food catering and consumer goods. However, the services
sector and smaller firms still faced challenges despite improving significantly.
Therefore, a large-scale distribution of vaccines is highly expected to pave the way
for more substantial economic recovery.

China’s import and export in Q1
2020 beat expectations
China’s export logged a 30.6%
growth in Q1 2021 (YoY). Soaring
global demands for medical goods
and work-from-home equipment
during the pandemic benefited
China’s export as the world’s major
economies, such as the US, have not
recovered as fast as China. However,
the
export
growth
pace
is
questionable once we see a global
normalization again.
During this same period, import
outperformed
expectations
with
38.1% growth (YoY). It reflects higher
domestic
demand
and
rising
commodity prices of goods.
China recorded a trade surplus of
13.8 billion USD in Q1 2020.
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China’s consumption surges during 2021 Spring Festival
Despite the Chinese Government’s effort to
encourage people to stay home during the
Spring Festival to prevent another
outbreak of the pandemic, China witnessed
a consumption boom that is beyond the
expectations of many. The trend is
predicted to continue even after the
holiday as vaccine rollouts around the
world pick up pace.

enterprises rising 28.7% (YoY) to 127 billion
USD. China’s rising consumption in dining
during the Spring Festival was a direct result
of the Government’s stay-put order, which
resulted in many travel plans being cancelled,
making dining a comparable compensation.
In addition, online catering sales rose 135%
compared to the 2020 Spring Festival while
online payments kept hitting a record high,
indicating a promising future for the ecommerce sector in China.
According to Ipsos' February index of global
consumer confidence, China's consumer
index surged 6.5 points (YoY) to 71.8 in
February 2021, the largest growth among
monitored economies. In comparison, the US
index decreased 12.6 points, the largest drop
among all countries.

The number of tourists in certain cities
surged compared to last year’s Spring
Festival Holiday, almost going back to the
level of 2019 in Shanghai, indicating a trend
of significant improvement after China’s
tourism market slumped because of
COVID-19. The booming tourism business
greatly boosted hotel room bookings and
other related service sectors. Industry data
showed
that
the
accommodation
consumption in the suburbs of Beijing
including Yanqing, Miyun and Huairou
tripled YoY, while that in the suburbs of
Shanghai such as Chongming, Qingpu and
Jiading almost doubled.

A clear trend of consumption structural
upgrading is expected in the country that
has around 400 million people within the
middle- or high-class-income levels. The
latest statistics from the Ministry of
Commerce presented a noticeable surge in
China’s consumer spending during the
Spring Festival golden week, with the
combined sales of retail and catering
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Overseas warehouse demand
surged as more Chinese
e-commerce key players took
advantage of the trend

China’s e-commerce industry, which was
already a growing industry before the
emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic,
are continuously accelerating. Crossborder online sales between China and
European countries are in high demand,
primarily for exports, as Europe is one of
China’s top trading partners.
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China's major coastal ports were busy during
the holiday, with the container throughput of
major hub ports growing rapidly, according to
the latest data from the China Ports and
Harbours Association. Indicatively, the
container throughput at Shanghai Port
increased by more than 20% compared with
the figure from 2020, while the container
throughput at Ningbo Zhoushan Port rose by
28.85%. These figures are well-aligned with
the robust start of China’s trading activities.
Looking ahead to the next three months, with
the development of vaccines and strict
prevention and control measures, more major
industries are expected to recover for the
coming Qingming Festival holiday. However,
realistic approaches are needed to drive
growth in the second quarter due to
challenges posed by last year’s high base.
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However, limitations of Chinese sellers’
trade ability remain a big concern.
Companies that once relied on supply
chains spread around the world face a
shortage of shipping containers, leading
to high delivery costs and long lead times.
As a result, the demand to fulfill orders
quickly through overseas warehouses
arose. The number of overseas
warehouses that help sellers to stock
products ahead of time and deliver them
to customers in few days, grew by 80% in
2020.
As a result, more Chinese e-commerce
players have entered the market to meet
the rising demand. A big player, Alibaba,
has been expanding its cross-border ecommerce business, resulting in 53%
growth to 577 million USD in the last
quarter of 2020. It demonstrated the
potential of additional investment in
warehouses and technology for tracking
order and delivery as more consumers
get used to cross-border shopping.
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